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Abstract Mode-converted electron Bernstein waves (EBWs) potentially allow the
measurement of local electron temperature (Te) and the implementation of local heating
and current drive in spherical torus (ST) devices, which are not directly accessible to low
harmonic electron cyclotron waves. This paper reports on the measurement of X-mode
radiation mode-converted from EBWs observed normal to the magnetic field on the
midplane of the CDX-U and NSTX ST plasmas. The radiation temperature of the EBW
emission was compared to Te measured by Thomson scattering and Langmuir probes.
EBW mode conversion efficiencies of over 20% were measured on both CDX-U and
NSTX. Sudden increases of mode conversion efficiency, of over a factor of three,  were
observed at H-mode transitions on NSTX, when the measured edge density profile
steepened. The EBW mode conversion efficiency was found to depend on the density
gradient at the mode conversion layer in the plasma scrape off, consistent with theoretical
predictions. The EBW emission source was determined by a perturbation technique to be
localized at the electron cyclotron resonance layer and was successfully used for radial
transport studies. Recently, a new in-vessel antenna and Langmuir probe array were
installed on CDX-U to better characterize and enhance the EBW mode conversion
process. The probe incorporates a local adjustable limiter to control and maximize the
mode conversion efficiency in front of the antenna by modifying the density profile in the
plasma scrape off where fundamental EBW mode conversion occurs. Initial results show
that the mode conversion efficiency can be increased to ~ 100% when the local limiter is
inserted near the mode conversion layer. Plans for future EBW research, including EBW
heating and current drive studies, are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper reports the status of electron Bernstein wave (EBW) research on
the CDX-U [1] and NSTX [2] magnetically confined, spherical torus (ST)
plasmas at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. ST plasmas operate at
relatively low magnetic fields and high densities. Consequently fundamental and
low harmonic electron cyclotron waves cannot propagate. As a result, standard
electron temperature (Te) profile diagnostics that utilize fundamental or second
harmonic electron cyclotron emission (ECE) cannot be used. Further, established
electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD)
techniques cannot be utilized on these ST machines.

EBWs are electrostatic waves that have no high density cutoffs, so they can
propagate in ST plasmas. They also exhibit very high optical thickness (τ) at the
electron cyclotron resonances [3]. For example, τ~300 on CDX-U and τ~3000 on
NSTX compared to τ~1-100  for ECE in conventional high magnetic field, high



aspect ratio plasma devices. Although EBWs can only exist inside the upper
hybrid resonance (UHR) layer that surrounds ST plasmas, under certain
conditions they can mode-convert to electromagnetic waves near the plasma edge.
This potentially allows the measurement of local Te with EBWs, and the
implementation of EBW heating and current drive. Measuring the mode
conversion efficiency of the EBW emission yields important information about
the viability of EBW heating and current drive.

There are two EBW mode conversion processes. The first involves the
conversion of EBWs to the slow X-mode at the UHR [4-6]. The left hand cutoff
of the slow X-mode, the UHR, and the right hand cutoff of the fast X-mode form
a cutoff-resonance-cutoff triplet allowing the slow X-mode to tunnel through the
UHR to the fast X-mode. This is the mode conversion process investigated on
CDX-U and NSTX. In this paper we will refer to this as B-X mode conversion.
The maximum mode conversion efficiency for k//=0 is given by [6]:

C e emax = −( )− −4 1πη πη                           (1)

where η is the tunneling parameter. For magnetic scale lengths much greater than
the density scale length at the UHR [6]:
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Here ωce is the electron cyclotron frequency at the UHR, ne is the electron density
and c is the velocity of light. As can be seen from equations (1) and (2), the B-X
mode conversion efficiency is very sensitive to the electron density scale length at
the UHR layer, which is resonant with the EBW emission. On CDX-U and NSTX
the maximum mode conversion efficiency typically occurs for Ln~0.5-1 cm. B-X
mode conversion is particularly well suited for ST plasmas where the UHR layer
can be just a few millimeters from the right hand cutoff, as shown in Fig. 1.

The second mode conversion process requires the coincidence of the X-mode
and O-mode cutoffs [7-11]. This process, referred to here as B-X-O mode
conversion, has been previously studied on Wendelstein 7-AS [12,13] and
requires an oblique view of the plasma at a specific angle. The B-X-O emission
leaves the plasma through an angular window with a transmission function given
by [9,11]:

T N N k L Y Y N N No n opt( , ) exp ( / ) ( )( )// //, //⊥ ⊥= − + − +[ ]{ }π 2 2 1 2 2
          (3)

where: N Y Yopt//, [ /( )]2 1= +  , Y ce= ( / )ω ω , ωce is evaluated at the cutoff and

ω is the wave frequency.
For CDX-U and NSTX this B-X-O emission window is located at about 35o

from the antenna axis at the midplane of the antenna. As shown in equation (3),
the emission window has a width that depends on Ln at the X-mode and O-mode
cutoffs. It can also potentially contribute to the measured X-mode emission if
there is polarization scrambling of the O-mode emission as a result of reflections.

Section 2 of this paper summarizes the status of EBW emission measurements
on CDX-U and NSTX. Section 3 presents initial measurements from a new in-
vacuum antenna with a local limiter and section 4 reviews plans for implementing
EBW heating and current drive on CDX-U and NSTX.



2. EBW EMISSION MEASUREMENTS

EBW measurements on CDX-U and NSTX have so far focused on validating
the physics of the B-X mode conversion process. We have measured the mode
conversion efficiency by comparing the EBW radiation temperature to Te
measured by standard diagnostics, such as Thomson scattering and Langmuir
probes, and verified the localization of the EBW emission source by employing
cold gas perturbations to locally modulate Te.
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Table 1 NSTX and CDX-U parameters.                  Figure 1 CDX-U characteristic frequencies.

Mode-converted EBW emission from NSTX and CDX-U was measured
normal to the magnetic field with both frequency tunable and fast frequency
scanning microwave radiometry [14]. Broadband, dual ridged antennas on both
machines were oriented to accept predominantly X-mode polarized emission
during the plasma current flat top. The antennas were mounted outside the
vacuum vessel and viewed the plasma through a vacuum window. Table 1 shows
some of the major parameters of CDX-U and NSTX. Figure 1 shows typical
characteristic frequencies for CDX-U. On CDX-U and NSTX, ωpe/ωce is typically
5-10 at the magnetic axis and ωpe>ωce beyond the last closed flux surface on the
outboard side of the plasma. Second harmonic EBWs from the plasma core mode-
convert to X-mode near the last closed flux surface (R~56 cm on CDX-U) and
fundamental EBWs mode-convert between the last closed flux surface and the
vacuum vessel wall (R=70 cm on CDX-U).

On CDX-U, a radially scanned Langmuir triple probe measured the edge
electron density and temperature profiles and a multi-point Thomson scattering
diagnostic measured the core electron temperature and density. The EBW
radiometers were calibrated absolutely with a Dicke-switched blackbody
calibration source. Figure 2 shows a comparison between the Te profile and the
EBW radiation temperature (Trad) profile, assembled from a sequence of similar
CDX-U discharges. On CDX-U, the measured EBW mode conversion efficiency,
Trad/Te, has been typically in the range of 10-20%. Similar values have been seen
so far on NSTX.
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Figure 2  Comparison of Te and EBW Trad on CDX-U.

The radial localization of the EBW emission source was confirmed by
perturbing the Te profile with a series of cold gas puffs, a technique used earlier
by Laqua et al. [13]. The cold gas puffs locally cooled the plasma edge producing
an inward propagating temperature response that was measured by the EBW
radiometer. The EBW Trad was mapped to major radius assuming that it was
emitted from the second harmonic EBW resonance layer. The delay in the arrival
time of the temperature pulse was found to be a maximum for EBWs emitted
from the magnetic axis, as shown in Fig. 3. The delay versus radius in the plasma
core is consistent with an electron diffusivity of 2 m2s-1. The reasonable fit
between the data and the model in Fig. 3 is consistent with diffusive thermal
transport near the core. The thermal diffusivity is apparently much higher in the
outer regions of the discharge [15].
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Figure 3   The delay in the peak of the EBW Trad  pulse is maximum at the
              magnetic axis following a cold pulse perturbation, as expected.
              A model prediction for χ = 2 m2s-1is shown that gives a reasonable
              fit to the data in the core.



During neutral-beam-heated NSTX plasmas that contain H-mode transitions,
the mode-converted EBW emission is observed to increase by over a factor three,
as shown in Fig. 4. The increase in EBW emission is coincident with steepening
of the edge density profile during the H-mode. EBW emission data and Ln data
from Thomson scattering were analyzed for the H-mode plasma shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4  (a) Time evolution of Dα emission and (b) 16 GHz fundamental EBW Trad
                            during a neutral-beam-heated NSTX plasma with an H-mode phase.

Good agreement was found between the measured Trad/Te and the calculated
mode conversion efficiency during the H-mode phase of the discharge. The
fundamental EBW emission at 16 GHz from R=87 cm, shown in Fig. 4(b), mode-
converts at a density of 2.4x1012cm-3. Thomson scattering density profile data at
230 ms indicate that this density lies at major radius, R=148 cm, in the scrape off
region. An exponential fit to the density data in the scrape off yields Ln=1.5 cm,
resulting in a calculated B-X mode conversion efficiency from equation (1) of
8%. B-X-O mode conversion may also contribute to the EBW radiometer signal if
there is polarization scrambling from reflections. Evidence for substantial
depolarization due to reflections has already been noted during experiments with
a similar antenna geometry on CDX-U [14]. The maximum contribution from B-
X-O conversion was calculated by combining the B-X-O angular emission
window from equation (3) with the measured antenna pattern. The B-X-O
conversion, with complete depolarization, could provide an additional
Trad/Te~3%, so that the combined total is in reasonable agreement with the
observed Trad/Te value of 13%. Before the H-mode, when the mode conversion
efficiency from B-X conversion is negligible, as a result of the less steep density
gradient at the last closed flux surface, the calculations are only consistent with
the measured 2-6% Trad/Te  if all the emission comes from the depolarized B-X-O
mode conversion.

3. INITIAL LIMITER-ANTENNA EMISSION
MEASUREMENTS

A critical requirement for a viable EBW Te diagnostic is that Ln be
continuously and reliably characterized in the vicinity of the UHR layer to



accurately deduce Te at the EBW emission layer. Rather than accepting the scale
length created in the machine, it has been realized that a local adjustable limiter
can be used to optimize Ln. To address these issues an in-vacuum, radially
scannable antenna/Langmuir probe assembly was designed and recently installed
on CDX-U with the intent to more precisely investigate the physics of B-X mode
conversion. The antenna/probe assembly has its own limiter surrounding it. A
schematic of the new antenna/probe assembly is shown in Fig. 5.  An array of six
radially staggered Langmuir probes allows continuous monitoring of the density
profile in the immediate vicinity of the antenna. The probes can also be used as
electrostatic antennas to directly detect the EBW wave inside the UHR. The horn
antenna is a quad ridged, broadband design that can simultaneously measure O-
mode and X-mode emission. Two local boron nitride limiters (Fig. 6) surround
the antenna and are independently adjustable to optimize the density scale length
in front of the antenna for maximum mode conversion efficiency. Since the
fundamental EBW on CDX-U converts to X-mode between the last closed flux
surface and the vacuum vessel wall (Fig. 1), the local boron nitride limiters can be
positioned to optimize the fundamental EBW conversion to X-mode, without
perturbing the plasma.

Plasma

Antenna

LC

Langmuir
Probe
ArrayLimiters

          

Figure 5  Schematic of the radially scanned          Figure 6 Photo of probe head showing antenna
                antenna/probe array assembly on                           and four probes, with one boron

                 CDX-U.                                                                   nitride limiter removed.

Initial results from the antenna/probe array show that the mode conversion
efficiency can be increased to about 100% when the local limiter is inserted near
the mode conversion layer. Although analysis of initial data from the probe is
continuing, it is apparent that the data shows more than an order of magnitude
increase in the fundamental mode-converted EBW emission when the local
limiter is moved near the mode conversion layer. Comparison between the
fundamental EBW Trad and Te measured by Thomson scattering at the EBW
emission layer show Trad/Te approaching 100%. The use of a limiter outside the
last closed flux surface enables the efficient coupling of mode converted EBWs
and can lead to a practical electron temperature diagnostic and efficient EBW
current drive and heating of high β plasmas.

4. PLANS FOR EBW HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE

Demonstrating the ability to establish high X-B mode conversion efficiency is
even more critical for the practical implementation of EBW current drive and
heating than for an EBW Te diagnostic. Launcher designs that incorporate a local
limiter to steepen and optimize the density scale length at the UHR layer for
maximum EBW mode conversion efficiency are presently being investigated.



Fundamental EBW heating and current drive may be particularly attractive for an
ST plasma since the UHR layer is in the scrape off, so the local limiter does not
need to extend inside the last closed flux surface. On CDX-U, experiments to
study EBW current drive and heating will begin this year. CDX-U provides an
excellent test bed for developing launcher designs that might be used in the future
on NSTX [16-18] or other devices. During the coming year a microwave source
will be installed on CDX-U as part of an EBW heating and current drive system.
Initial calculations show that, if the X-B conversion efficiency can be increased to
50%, this system could drive ~30 kA, or about 50% of the total plasma current on
CDX-U.

As has previously been pointed out [19], EBW current drive may be
particularly attractive for ST devices and other high β plasmas. Steering of the
EBW waves can be accomplished by taking advantage of the relatively strong
poloidal field and large magnetic shear present in ST plasmas. Significant n//
shifts can be produced in EBWs launched with n//=0 from a launcher location
poloidally displaced above and below the plasma midplane [6]. Figure 7 shows
the poloidally-projected EBW ray trajectories calculated by GENRAY [20] for
two launch frequencies and poloidal angles for the NSTX EFIT equilibrium
produced during the H-mode plasma discussed earlier (Fig. 4). The trajectory of
16 GHz (bold lines) and 12 GHz (thin lines) EBWs launched at a poloidal angle
±20o from the midplane are shown. Plotting of the rays ends when >99% of the
power has been deposited in the plasma. In all four cases the rays bend towards
the midplane.
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Figure 8 shows a plot of n// versus the poloidally-projected distance along each
ray. 99% of the EBW power is deposited where the ray is plotted in bold. The
launch frequency determines the radial location of the deposition and the poloidal
launch angle determines the n// of the absorbed EBWs. The current drive
efficiency is improved with high n//  EBWs. Because the damping of EBWs is by
cyclotron damping, trapped particle effects need to by taken into account. A
detailed EBW current drive analysis is now being performed with the CQL3D
Fokker-Planck code [21] using various launch frequencies and launcher locations
for relevant CDX-U and NSTX equilibria. Results from the EBW heating and



current drive experiments on CDX-U and other ST devices will provide important
data for the design of a more powerful system being planned for installation on
NSTX in 2004-5. This system could produce EBW-driven currents up to 400kA,
for X-B conversion efficiencies > 50%.
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